it’s difficult not to get caught up in the shiny parts of branding and business, isn’t it? as an
entrepreneur, there are loads of dull and even stressful tasks on our plate! isn’t OBSESSING over
colors, packaging, logos + websites *significantly* more fun!!?

I vote YES!
que the dream sequence…. and the pinterest black hole. no seriously.
100 hours + approximately 10,000 pins later (oh wait! there’s a chocolate cake recipe! make that
10,001 pins later), where are you? i’m guessing you’re lost. overwhelmed. undecided. done.
ok let’s take a deep breath. this is not the way to build a brand. it’s not best to start with trendy
colors, it’s best to start with cold hard business facts. otherwise it’s like you’re in Target without a
shopping list. and we all know how that story ends... $$$$$$$$

THE GOAL OF THIS WORKSHEET?
to rescue you and your brand from an overwhelming sea of ideas that lead to hopeless
indecision, and free you from the endless onslaught of competition + comparison.
let’s get this done already, and let’s move on to actually doing business.

you ready?

•what’s your business name?
•what’s the meaning behind that name?
•what do you do?
•what makes your business unique?
•why is this profession what you chose to spend your life + talents on?
•who are you helping, who’s your perfect client?
•what’s their main problem? why are they hiring you?
•what words best describe how you want your business to be perceived? (ie. trendy, classic, authentic, relaxed,
happy)
•do the answers from the last 2 questions gel? you’ve got to understand your client or serving them will be
difficult.
•when you think of your business adjectives, what imagery comes to mind?
a spa owner might say relaxed and natural. these words make me think of natural stones, green grass, water.

ok let’s go to pinterest! or google images search would work too. type in these words + see what you get! use
the adjectives and the imagery words and pin things that feel very true to the brand you are describing. they
should be inline with the questions you’ve answered here, and be appealing to your ideal client’s taste. these
aren’t things that will appear in your actual brand. so it’s ok if you pin a bathroom tile or wedding bouquet.
these initial searches might lead you to a few more words, so it’s ok to refine your answers to the above
questions as you explore.

ok you are doing great work!
now let’s chat a bit about fonts. the best way to find fonts you love on pinterest is to search for fonts + print
materials. try some of these searches and pin fonts that feel true to what you have said in the above questions.
search for: fonts, font pairings, handwritten fonts, invitations, business cards
pin ones that you love, but *also* fit inline with the adjectives + imagery words you’ve been working on.
ok, you are so almost there! let’s repeat the search technique for color palettes. it’s bananas easy, just search
pinterest for “color palette,” and marvel at the thousands of combinations available! need to narrow it down?
search for “blue color palettes,” or whatever colors you are considering.

refine your mood board:
now it’s time to thoughtfully edit. most likely you’ve pinned too many things, too many colors and too many fonts.
that’s ok! this is such a process! i recommend closing your computer and walking away. revisit this tomorrow, or in
several days. when you come back, try to recognize the theme, and what your eye is drawn to. take note of your
favorite pins, the ones that jump off the screen, the ones you keep looking at over and over. delete the ones that
don’t seem to belong in the overall vision.

now you’re done!
but here’s a little bonus love. i know how much you need a second set of eyes, so i would love to see your work
and give you encouragement! email me, or invite me to your pinterest board, christine@greatoakcircle.com
i can’t wait to see it! some no pressure, friend to friend guidance is just what your rescued brand is begging for
now. talk soon!

